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Abstract 

Herein, we report on the development of a system for agent facial expression generation that uses vowel 
recognition when generating synthesized speech. The speech is recognized using the Julius high-performance, two-
pass large vocabulary continuous speech recognition decoder software system, after which the agent’s facial 
expression is synthesized using preset parameters that depend on each vowel. The agent was created using 
MikuMikuDanceAgent (MMDAgent), which is a freeware animation program that allows users to create and 
animate movies with agents. 
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1. Introduction 

In Japan, the average age of the population has been 
increasing, and this trend is expected to continue. 
Because of this, researchers have been studying ways of 
applying information technology (IT) to improving the 
medical and/or mental support provided to older adults, 
including persons with extreme psychiatric disorders. 

In our previous study1, we developed a system for 
analyzing the facial expressions of a person obtained 
while answering interview questions posed by an 
animated agent. To accomplish this, we used 
MikuMikuDanceAgent (MMDAgent)2, which is a 
freeware animation program that allows users to create 
and animate movies with agents. 

In this study, to make the agent's performance on a 
personal computer (PC) screen more human-like, we 
have developed a system for agent facial expression 

generation that uses vowel recognition when generating 
synthesized speech. 

2. Proposed System and Method 

2.1. System overview and outline of the method 

Figure 1 shows the processing flow of this system, 
which consists of six processing units: 
 creating facial expression data, recording voice 

utterances, automatic WAVE file division,  
 speech recognition by the Julius high-performance, 

two-pass large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition decoder software3,  

 insertion of expressionless data, and  
 the creation of facial expression motion.  

The facial expression data are created in advance. 
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3. Development of facial expression synthesis 
system 

3.1.  Creating facial expression data  

Expression motions are generated by combining the 
expression data of each vowel for each utterance motion. 
Facial expression data were created with 
MikuMikuDance4. In this study, in order to realize more 
human-like agent facial expressions, facial expression 
data were created for the vowels / a /, / i /, / u /, / e /, and 
/ o / (Fig. 2). 

3.2. Agent voice recording 

In our system, utterance contents are input as text and 
used by the MMDAgent to output synthesized voice that 

is then recorded by a stereo mixer inside a PC and saved 
as a WAVE file. 

3.3. Automatic division of WAVE files 

After all the utterances have been recorded, if there are 
multiple questions, the WAVE file is automatically 
divided for each question, and a new WAVE file is 
created for each question. 

3.4. Speech recognition using Julius 

The results of speech recognition using Julius are shown 

Creating facial expression data  

↓ 

Recording agent voice 

↓ 

Automatic division of WAVE files 

↓ 

Speech recognition using Julius 

↓ 

Inserting data of agent neutral facial expression   

↓ 

Creating motion data for facial expression 

Fig. 1. Processing flow of system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Facial expression of the agent in uttering each vowel. 

 

Fig. 4. An output file listing vowels, and their start and end 
times. 

 

Fig. 3. Results of speech recognition by Julius. 
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in Fig. 3. From the recognition results, an output file is 
created that lists the vowels, and their start and end 
times (Fig. 4). 

3.5.  Inserting neutral agent motion data 

In order to create more natural agent facial expressions, 
processing is then performed to insert a neutral facial 
expression when the vowel / a / is continuous. Figure 5 
shows the insertion of neutral motion data executed 
when “いかがですか?” (“ikaga desu ka?”) , which means, 
“How is it?", is spoken in Japanese. Since the vowel / a 
/ is continuous when “ka” and “ga” are uttered, neutral 
data are inserted between them. 

3.6. Creating motion data for a facial expression 

Figure 6 shows the flow of creating a facial expression 
motion. The facial expression motion data, in the form of 
a Vocaloid Motion Data (vmd) file, is created by 
composing the vowel vmd file based on the speech 
duration (Sect. 3.4, Fig. 4). First, the number of bones of 
the wire frame model to be used is calculated from the 
number of vowels and neutral frames, and the total 
number is written in the vmd file header. Next, the vowel 
voicing time is converted to the number of frames (1 
frame = 1/30 seconds) in order to set each bone of the 
facial expression data and is then written to the vmd file. 

4. Experiment 

4.1. Conditions 

The experiment was performed on a Dell Inspiron 15 
PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ 2.2 GHz 
central processing unit (CPU) and 8.0 GB of random 
access memory (RAM). The Microsoft Windows 7 
Professional operating system (OS) was installed on the 
PC, and Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 Express was used 
as the development language. 

An animated agent that utters eight questions used 
in the initial diagnosis of depression by psychiatrists 
(Table 1) was created under two conditions (Condition 1: 
Created manually3, Condition 2: Created with this 
system). In addition, an animated agent that asked nine 
questions (Table 2) on the Hasegawa Dementia Scale5, 
which is used in the diagnosis of dementia, was also 
created using our system (Condition 3). 

The content of the questionnaire is “How was the 
agent's mouth movements?” and the answer options 
were from a five-point scale (5: very natural, 4: natural, 
3: normal, 2: unnatural, 1: very unnatural).  

4.2. Results and discussion 

Table 3 shows the average impression evaluation values 
of all subjects under Conditions 1 and 2. In Table 3, 
headings “1” to “8” indicate items by question no., and  

Table 1.  Depression diagnosis test. 

No. Question 

1 
Do you get depressed or feel gloomy in a daily 
life? 

2 Do you feel less motivated or lacking energy? 
3 Do you get enough sleep at night? 
4 How is your appetite? 
5 Do you enjoy any hobbies on your day off? 

6 
Do you feel worthless for yourself or hopeless on 
your alive days? 

7 How about concentration and attention to work? 

Reading audio data from Julius out file
↓ 

Calculating the total number of bones and 
 writing it to the file header. 

↓ 
Reading facial expression data  

according to vowel uttering time 
↓ 

Change the vowel uttering time to the number of frames and 
 writing corresponding data to the vmd file 

Fig. 6.  Flow of facial expression motion creation. 

 

Fig. 5. Insert neutral data while vowel / a / is continuously 
uttered. 
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8 Do you work efficiently? 

 

Table 2. Dementia diagnosis test. 

No. Question 
1 How old are you? 
2 What day of the month, what day, what day is it?
3 Where are we now? 

4 
Please tell me the three words you will say. 
Please remember it later. 

5 
Please subtract by seven in continuous order 
using 100 as the starting value. 

6 
Please tell me the numbers I will say from the 
reverse. 6-8-2. 

7 Please say the words that you learned earlier. 

8 
I will show you five items. Tell me what 
happened because I'll hide it. 

9 
Please say as many vegetable names as you 
know. 

 
the “average value” is obtained by averaging over all 
questions. In the average impression evaluation values 
shown in Table 3, Condition 2 was higher than 
Condition 1 for all questions, and the “average value” 
was about 18% higher. From these results, we 
confirmed that our system (Condition 2) has an 
advantage over manual work (Condition 1). 

Table 4 shows the average impression evaluation 
values of all subjects under Condition 3. In Table 4, 
headings “1” to “9” indicate items by the question no., 
and the “average value” is obtained by averaging over 
all questions. From this table, it can be seen that because 
the animated utterances of the dementia diagnosis 
questions also obtained high impression evaluation 
values, the versatility of our system has been 
demonstrated. 

Table 3.  Average impression evaluation value of 
all subjects under Conditions 1 and 2. 

Condition 1 2 3 4 
1 2.29 2.71 2.86 3.57 
2 3.29 3.71 3.29 3.86 

 
Condition 5 6 7 8 Ave. 

1 2.71 3.43 2.43 2.57 2.82 
2 3.29 3.57 2.57 3.00 3.32 

Table 4.  Average impression evaluation value of 
all subjects under Condition 3. 

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 
3 3.57 3.86 3.57 4.00 3.57

 
Condition 6 7 8 9 Ave. 

3 3.86 3.71 3.86 4.00 3.78 

5. Conclusion 

Herein, we reported on the development of a system for 
agent facial expression synthesis generation that uses 
vowel recognition when generating synthesized speech. 
The speech is recognized using the Julius high-
performance, two-pass large vocabulary continuous 
speech recognition decoder software system, after 
which agent facial expression synthesis is performed 
using preset parameters depending on each vowel sound.  

To create the agent, we used MMDAgent, which is 
a freeware animation program that allows users to create 
and animate movies with agents. To produce the agent’s 
voice, we used the speech synthesis function setting 
built into MMDAgent. The impression evaluation 
values obtained from a questionnaire survey indicate 
that an agent produced by our proposed system is more 
natural than an agent created using preset parameters 
manually decided for each utterance. In the future, we 
plan to use this system for facial expression analysis and 
speech analysis experiments. 
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